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1 Introduction

The knowledge of the used transportation mode
(e.g., bike, train, car, and boat) while traveling
is critical for disciplines such as travel behaviour
research, transport planning, traffic management,
and public transportation planning [1, 2, 7, 10].

In the past, researchers collected the informa-
tion of the used transportation mode through paper
diaries filled by participants or telephone surveys,
which often resulted in underreporting of short trips
and inaccurate data [3, 5, 8, 11]. With the re-
cent advancements in the Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS), movement data can be collected with
handheld GPS receivers which usually results in
higher accuracy, and more data which can be integ-
rated in a GIS environment for an analysis. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of a trajectory layered
over a satellite image, with the information for one
sampled point. Series of positions and timestamps
are acquired, from which additional data such as
speed and heading can be derived.

However, data such as transportation mode and
trip purpose can never be acquired directly with a
GPS receiver, unlike with travel diaries or telephone
surveys. Due to massive datasets manual classific-
ation is not possible.

This on-going research concentrates on develop-
ing a method that automatically enriches the GPS
logs with the information of the used transporta-
tion mode. We describe briefly in the following our
approach.

Current methods classify only few modes, they
are deterministic, and GIS data, which may be valu-
able, is seldom used.

2 Methodology

Since some datasets may contain trajectories made
by more than one transportation mode, multimodal
data should be first partitioned (segmented) for
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Figure 1: A GPS dataset with the information for
one sampled point ( c©Google/Tele Atlas)

single-mode subsets by detecting the change in the
behaviour of the statistical functions. Figure 2
shows the change in the acceleration after a mode
was changed (from a train to a car).

One method to determine the used transporta-
tion mode is to assign a bijective function for vari-
ous statistical descriptors derived from the acquired
movement data, which may give a significant im-
plication of the used transportation mode, for in-
stance the maximum speed in the trajectory. How-
ever, since of overlapping characteristics of such
descriptors for different transportation modes (e.g.,
train and car may have a comparable maximum
speed), this method is limited since it may distin-
guish only between few modes.

The on-going project investigates the usage of
the following properties of the movement traject-
ories for different transportation modes: accelera-
tion, trip distance, speed, number of stops during
travel, the length and the duration of the trajectory,
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Figure 2: Different behaviour in the acceleration for
two different transportation modes (train and car).
Since the acceleration is different after the 50th min,
the trajectory can be segmented there.

heading changes, and proximity of the trajectory to
the GIS network data such as railways, highways,
canals, and bus stops.

The latter is critical, since matching the traject-
ories with the corresponding GIS data infrastruc-
ture, such as bus lines, may assist distinguishing
modes that have similar properties, such as the
speed in car and bus in urban areas.

3 Approaches

This project involves the use of a fuzzy rule-
based reasoning system based on analysing avail-
able knowledge (facts) with a degree of uncertainty
[4, 6, 9]. In such rule-based system membership
functions assign a certainty factor to each class, un-
like deterministic solutions of classification.

For example, if the mean speed of a trajectory is
30 km/h, a rule could infer from this fact that a car
was probably used, but might also imply a (faster)
bicycle ride, therefore uncertainty is present and a
unique (crisp) answer cannot be derived. Fuzzy lo-
gic reasoning should be introduced to help us to
solve the problem. Next, an empirically derived
membership function then assigns a certainty factor
to each transportation mode, e.g., for a car 0.8, and
for a bicycle 0.2. The combination of multiple mem-
bership functions for different facts conclude the fi-
nal result.

Other investigated approaches are the classifica-
tion with Support Vector Machines, and dynamic
Bayesian networks (i.e., Hidden Markov model).

It should also be noted that there are several
problems with the GPS data acquisition that may
bias the results, such as GPS signal shortage which

leads to gaps in the data, and GPS inaccuracy
which involves noisy measurements. Such problems
are addressed in the classification system.
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